“

“Be a Game Changer The World Has Enough
Followers”

“I believe in the power of
storytelling”

SABINIJE VON GAFFKE:
‘Don’t only follow your dreams - Follow your purpose and passion’
Impact Diplomat, Communications Catalyst, Social Entrepreneur,
Passionate storyteller and Creative Visionary.
Praised and awarded Moderator, Speaker and TV Host.
Founder of Impactfulness and The Game Changer Global Initiativesimpact through storytelling.
Alumnus of Singularity University ‘Executive Leadership’ 2019.
Nominated ‘Speaker - Moderator of the Year 2017'

BIO:
Experienced, passionate and knowledgeable Communications Catalyst, awarded
Moderator & Facilitator, Speaker, TV Host and Content Strategist with
experience across sectors and within a wide range of topics.
A Change Leader and Creative Visionary focused on building dynamic dialogue,
storytelling & communication among individuals, leaders, societies and
companies across numerous sectors and industries. 17 years experience in
Network Television, Radio, Web-TV, Global Conventions.
Sabinije’s passion lies in raising awareness on the power of the trinity:
Connection - Storytelling & Purpose - Leadership & Mentorship -Empowerment
Aimed at connecting technology and people, purpose and humanity, storytelling
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“When you feel like
you belong,
you thrive.
When you thrive,
others can too.
Key to
Purpose driven
Leadership”
and communication and innovation and science.
Sabinije is a passionate advocate and strategic advisor on social impact & tech
enabled ideas and actions contributing to making the world a better, healthier
and more sustainable place. Currently working on developing a global platform,
launch pad and ecosystem for impact ‘IMPACTFULNESS' aimed at impact
environmental initiatives, impact innovation, impactful health & longevity
solutions, impact investment and philantrophy with a team in Silicon Valley.
Sabinije also uses her expertise to engage people, companies and organisations
seeking to improve cross-silo synergy and align internal and external
stakeholders.
A Speaker on topics:
Human Connection in the age of AI
Transformational Impact driving social change in the world
The power of communication
The art of storytelling
Leadership - The Game Changers of the Future
The Grit - the exponential success formula
Co-author of a Swedish book on communications and meetings ’12 Talares
Tankar om Möten’ (= ’12 Speakers Thoughts on Meetings’), where Sabinije
contributes with a chapter on Storytelling and the Art of being a Moderator and
Communicator. Released April 2019.
In her career to date, Sabinije has interviewed top politicians, highly ranked
CEO's, business tycoons, unicorns, celebrities, philanthropists, motivational
speakers to successful entrepreneurs.
Undertaken assignments on the stages of Europe’s biggest Conferences,
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Conventions, Summits and Conferences in Tech - Leadership -Entrepreneurship
- Digital Science - Health - Space - Sustainability - Entertainment to TEDx Talks.
Clients include: Women in IT New York, Nordic Business Forum, Brilliant Minds,
Google, MTG, Women in Tech, ICT Luxembourg, Mastercard, Google, Accenture,
Wisdom Stockholm, SAAB, Ericsson, Nasdaq, TEDx, Octapharma, ICT
Luxembourg, PWC, Dassault Systèmes, Veckans Affärer, Ernström & C:o,
UNHCR, Ruter Dam Network, Business Arena, Nordic Region Trade & Export
Finance Conference, Telia etc..
Referred strengths as a Communications Expert and Moderator: Professional to
perfection, Significantly present and engaged, Great versatility, Powerful
facilitator, Passionate, Excellent communicator, Responsive with a broad range of
knowledge.
Areas of expertise: AI/Tech, Leadership, The Art of Communication, Facilitator,
Storytelling, Interviewer, Coaching, Media training, Public speaking, Strategic
Advisor and Human Capital.
-Co-Founder of global initiative and platform: ‘Beauty will save the world’
-Founder of ‘The Game Change Global Initiatives’ and Impactfulness.
-Co-founder of purpose-driven leadership academy and events format ‘Beyond
Us’ (Launched in October 2019 together with Brainswells and Innorbis/ALDC
Partnership)
Currently working on developing and hosting the global tv-interview series ‘The
Game Changers’ and nordic tv-interview series ‘The Grit’.
-Board member of Vital Voices Europe. Leadership Council.
Vital Voices is a leading NGO founded by Hilary Clinton and Madeleine Albright,
that identifies, trains and empowers emerging women leaders and social
entrepreneurs around the globe, enabling them to create a better world.
-Ambassador and tech profile mentor for NGO Reach for Change latest initiative:
Bridget - A global network aiming to empower, support and scale female social
entrepreneurs who aim to break the digital divide.
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“I see my role as the facilitator and change leader who fills the gap and builds
the bridges between Game Changers of Today and Tomorrow, through
transformational conversations that enlighten, empower and elevate viewers and
audiences to become empowered Game Changers.
Human connection, the sense of belonging coupled with meaning and purpose, is
more important than ever in these exponential times, where humanity is globally
connected in a digital world, however where individuals also seem more
disconnected than ever and looking for meaning, longevity, purpose and ways of
tapping into their inner potential.
Human Connection, Inner Leadership, Personal Growth, Conscious
conversations and Purpose-driven lives are key drivers to stay connected, healthy
and thriving in a digital world” - Sabinije
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